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Reputation and judgment eects in repeated trust games

Abstract
Reputation is of paramount importance in creating and maintaining prosocial behaviors in large human groups.

Evidence of this can be found in both

theoretical models and empirical studies.

Reputation is especially relevant in

trust-based interactions, which are typically formalized in experimental studies
using the trust game (also known as investment game). In this paper, we extend
the scope of previous experimental studies based on the trust game by creating
new treatments where both rst and second players have the possibility to rate
their opponents' behavior and to know their past ratings. Our results show that
being rated by other players and letting this rating be known represent factors
that signicantly increases cooperation levels. More generally, the importance of
reputation is so deeply rooted in human psychological mechanisms that subjects
tend to build and maintain a high reputational status even when this is neither
rational nor explainable by reciprocity motives.

1.

Introduction

Reputation is of paramount importance in creating and maintaining prosocial behaviors in large human groups. Evidence of this can be found in both theoretical
models (e.g. Nowak and Sigmund, 1998a,b; Pollock and Dugatkin, 1992; Raub and
Weesie, 1990) and empirical studies (e.g. Barclay, 2004; Bolton
mann and Fischbacher, 2002; Keser, 2003; Milinski
2006).

et al.,

2005; Engel-

et al., 2002; Seinen and Schram,

From an evolutionary perspective, reputation is often linked with the dy-

namics of indirect reciprocity (Nowak and Sigmund, 2005). The indirect reciprocity
concept, originally introduced by Robert Alexander (1987), plays an important role
in explaining cooperation in large groups, where the probability of diadic repeated
encounters is low.

In this context, strategies based on direct reciprocal altruism

(Axelrod, 1984; Trivers, 1971) are often evolutionary unstable (especially when the
possibility of making error is taken into account) and cannot explain a signicant
part of the cooperation empirically found in nature (Nowak and Sigmund, 1998a;
Pollock and Dugatkin, 1992). This problem is especially relevant for human beings,
that usually cooperate in groups of unrelated individuals larger than other primates
(Fehr and Fischbacher, 2003; Gintis

et al., 2003).

On the other hand, both analytical

and simulation models show that indirect reciprocity can explain the development
of cooperation in fairly large populations even under random matching conditions
(Nowak and Sigmund 1998a,b; but Leimar and Hammerstein 2001).
Nowak and Sigmund (1998b) inuential model showed that a fundamental req-
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uisite to exploit indirect reciprocity strategies is a reliable knowledge of the past
behavior of any potential partner. In other words, individuals using indirect reciprocity should base their actions on the
2005).

reputation

of others (Nowak and Sigmund,

Reputation can be based on the direct observation of others' actions, but

also on the exploitation of any other source of information that is available in social
life.

For instance, gossip plays an important role in transmitting reputational in-

formation among individuals in human societies (see Dunbar, 1996). A recent work
shows indeed that gossip has a strong inuence on the behavior of experimental
subjects even when they are able to use also other sources of information, including
direct observation (Sommerfeld

et al.,

2007). The relevance of direct observations

and gossip for the sustainability of cooperation in large social groups has been also
emphasized in many simulation models (e.g. Conte and Paolucci, 2002).
If reputation is so important in maintaining cooperation in large groups, it is
likely that human possessed a high sensitivity for anything that could lead to a
change in their reputational status. This sensitivity is probably an adaptation to the
life in hunter-gatherer groups, that represented the original adaptive environment of
our species, where the actions of each individual were easily observable and deeply
inuenced the other's behaviors and, more generally, the cooperation inside each
group (Fehr and Fischbacher, 2003; Gintis

et al.,

2003; Richerson

et al.,

2003).

Given this sensitivity, our general hypothesis is that human beings should react to
reputational opportunities even when this is little rational in terms of future expected
utility.

For instance, a previous experimental work showed that even subtle cues

suggesting the possibility of being observed, like the presence of stylized eyespots on
the computer desktops used for the experimental sessions, are able to signicantly
increase the generosity of players in a dictator game despite no dierences in actual
anonymity (Haley and Fessler, 2005). This result can easily be interpreted as the
reaction of an unconscious psychological mechanism to the (actually false) possibility
that somebody else was watching the subject's actions and, hence, to the possibility
of a modication in the reputational status of the players.

A corollary of this

hypothesis is that subjects should also react promptly to others' reputations: both
when this may be explained by rational calculus, e.g. when subjects face the decision
of trusting another person whose decisions can signicantly change their own payos,

and

when there are no rational self-interested motives, e.g. in the case of the so called

altruistic punishment (Barclay, 2006; Boyd

et al.,

2003; Fehr and Fischbacher,

2004; Fehr and Gäcther, 2002). From this point of view, it is especially interesting
to notice that recent studies showed the existence of neural basis for the altruistic
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et al.,

punishment of defectors in economic exchanges (de Quervain

2004).

A number of past experimental results are coherent with our hypothesis. In an
experiment based on Nowak and Sigmund (1998b) model, Seinen and Schram (2006)
found that the simple possibility of knowing the past behavior of other individuals
has a dramatic eect on cooperation.

In this study, subjects interacted either in

the position of donors or of recipients. Each donor faced the decision of whether
to pay or not a cost

b

in order to provide a benet

c > b

to a recipient.

The

experiment showed that the donors' decisions is strongly inuenced by the possibility
of knowing the recipients' past behaviors, with a helping rate of 70% when this was
allowed

versus

a 22% one when this was not possible. The authors explained the

outcome as an eect of the sensitivity of donors to the recipients' social status (i.e.
reputation). A comparable eect of reputation has been found also in experiments
based on the ultimatum game (Fehr and Fischbacher, 2003), on a combination of
public good and helping games (Milinski

et al., 2002) and on a combination of public

good and trust games (Barclay, 2004).
Reputation is especially important in trust situations (Dasgupta, 1999; Ostrom,
1998).

An elegant formalization of a trust situation is the trust game (originally

called investment game by Berg

et al., 1995).

In a trust game, Player

much of his/her endowment send (or invest) to Player

B,

A decides how

who receive the amount

sent multiplied for a given factor greater than one (usually three). Subsequently,
decides the proportion of the received amount to return to

A.

Since rationally

has no incentives to return anything, the only rational strategy is also for
the entire endowment.

B
B

A to keep

Empirically, the amounts exchanged by real subjects in a

one shot game with no reputation possibilities are usually higher than the amounts
predicted by a rational choice perspective.
direct reciprocity motives (e.g. Berg

et al.,

This result is usually explained using
1995; Fehr

et al.,

1998; McCabe and

Smith, 2000).
In repeated interaction situations where players are re-coupled in each period
and know the past behavior of their partners, it is worth noting that the trust game
presents some analogies with the helping game described above. More specically, if

A

players are able to distinguish between trustworthy and untrustworthy

B s,

they

can use discriminating strategies by sending a signicant proportion of their endowments only to the

B

players that are in a good standing. In other words, besides the

direct reciprocity strategies typical of the trust game  where
ing a signicant proportion of the endowment and

B

repays

A trusts B

A's

by invest-

trust by returning

a fair quota of what he/she received  in a repeated interaction setting players
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can also employ indirect reciprocity strategies, where
fair with another subject.

A

trusts

B

because

B

played

Notice that this is exactly the discriminating strategy

highlighted by Nowak and Sigmund (1998b) model. Direct and indirect reciprocity
strategies are actually more complementary that alternative in this setting. Using
an evolutionary model based on a binary version of the repeated trust game, Bravo
and Tamburino (2008) showed indeed that the interplay between direct and indirect
strategies can lead to the evolution of cooperative agents. More specically, direct
reciprocity is able to support indirect reciprocity when the available information
regarding the past behavior of other agents is imperfect, while indirect reciprocity
works well also in conditions of continuous re-matching of the interacting partners,
where direct reciprocity is dicult to use.
In an experimental work based on a repeated trust game, Claudia Keser (2003)
showed that allowing

B

players to build a reputation increases the overall cooper-

ation levels of the game. It is worth noting that the introduction of a reputation
system in the game had a stronger eect on the proportion of the received amount
returned by

B

players (+41.5% in the short run reputation treatment in compar-

ison with the baseline game) than on the proportion of the endowment invested by
the

A ones (+31.7%).

In other words, the investment in reputation among

has a stronger eect than the reduction of uncertainty for the

A ones.

B

players

From a ratio-

nal perspective, this result can be explained with the strong incentive in increasing
their reputation that

B

players faced due to their expectation of receiving signi-

cantly higher amounts from

A

players in case of good standing. Although rational

calculus may also play a role, we derive from our general hypothesis the prediction
that a signicant part of

B

player behavior should not be explicable as a rational

investment in reputation, but only in the light of human sensitivity for reputation.
Moreover, we predict that subjects should react to others' reputational status even
when this has no rational self-interest meaning at all.
In order to test those predictions, we extended Keser's experiment by adding two
new treatments: one where

A

and

B

B

is allowed to rate

A's

behavior and one where both

can rate their opponents. We expect that the subjects in both

A

and

B

positions react to the simple fact of being under rating and that they punish who is
in a bad standing by sending him/her signicantly lower amounts. Our result are
consistent with those predictions. More generally, the importance of reputation is so
deeply rooted in human psychological mechanisms that subjects tend to build and
maintain a high reputational status even when this is neither rational nor explainable
by reciprocity motives. The paper is organized as follows: section 2. describes the
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experimental setting, section 3. presents the results, while section 4. discusses them.

2.

Methods

One hundred and twenty subjects participated to the experiment in three groups of
40 individuals. Subjects were students, 58 females and 62 males, recruited through
public announcements within dierent faculties of the University of Brescia.

The

experiment took place in a single day in the computer laboratory of the Faculty of
Economics, which is equipped with the experimental software z-Tree (Fischbacher,
1999). All interactions took place through the computer network and the subjects
had no possibility to identify their partners. The participants played a trust game
for a total of 35 rounds, with the rst 10 consisting of a baseline treatment, based on
Berg

et al. (1995) game, and the last 25 of a dierent treatment for each group.

The

subjects were informed in advance of the duration of the game (i.e. the number of
periods). Each group played for nearly two hours and the average earning was 14.35
Euros, including the show-up fee, that were paid immediately after the experiment.
The experiment used a stranger matching protocol (i.e. random re-coupling in
each period) and the players' roles were randomly assigned at the beginning of each
period. The sequence of the players' moves during both the baseline (10 periods)
and the subsequent treatments (25 periods) was as follows: (i) both player
trustor) and player

B

A

(the

(the trustee) received an initial endowment of 10 experimental

currency units (ECU), having an exchange rate of 1 ECU = 1.5 Euro cents; (ii) player

A decided his/her investment and the invested amount was tripled and sent to player
B

in addition to his/her own endowment; (iii)

B

chose the amount to return to

A;

(iv) the sums earned by both players in the current period were displayed to the
subjects.
After the common baseline, each of the three groups of 40 subjects played a
dierent treatment. The sequence of players' moves in all the treatments was as in
the baseline one except for the introduction of a rating stage at the end of each
period.
rate

B

stage,

B

In the rst treatment (hereafter indicated as
behavior as negative, neutral, or positive.

A already knew the sum returned by B

and that

A → B ), A

was allowed to

Notice that, at the rating

A had the possibility to rate

only when his/her investment was greater than zero. The subsequent

interacting with

B

A

players

were informed of the last rating received by the latter before

making their investment decision.

When a

B

player has not already been rated,

e.g. in the rst period of the treatment or because he/she not yet played as

B,

an
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unknown rating appeared on

A

decision screen.

The second treatment (hereafter
the fact that only

B

B → A)

was allowed to rate

next period for the subject playing as

B

A.

with

was exactly as the rst one except for
This information was available in the

A players who were already rated.

As

in previous cases the rating possibilities were negative, neutral and positive.
In the third treatment (hereafter

A ↔ B ),

both

A

an

B

players were allowed

to rate each other and knew this information in the following period.

The main

purpose behind the design of this further treatment is to investigate whether the
introduction of a two-ways reputation system can lead to higher cooperation levels
than the sum of the two one-way rating schemes.

3.

Results

Table 1 presents the overall results of the experiment. Both the baseline and the rst
treatment (A

→ B)

produced results that are consistent with previous experiments

based on the trust game (e.g. Berg

et al.,

1995; Ortmann

the Keser (2003) one presented above. Both

A

et al.,

2000), including

absolute average investment and

B

absolute average return in the rst treatment are signicantly higher than in the
baseline (Mann Whitney U test,

p < 0.001

z = −2.766, p = 0.006

two tailed, respectively).

Also considering

proportion of the total amount received by

B

two tailed, and

B

relative returns (i.e.

that he/she returned to

to a signicant dierence with the baseline (Mann Whitney U test,

p < 0.001
while

B

two tailed). More specically,

A

z = −8.346,
A)

the

leads

z = −9.367,

average investment increased by 12.2%

average return increased by 62.4% in absolute terms and by 41.7% relatively

to the received amount.
It is worth noting that

A

players discriminated among the

their reputation. Table 2 shows the average

B

ones depending on

A investment as a function of B

ratings.

A positive rating leads to a signicant higher investment relatively to the unknown
case (Mann Whitney U test,

z = −5.674, p < 0.001 two tailed), while a negative one

to a signicant lower investment (Mann Whitney U test,

z = −4.730, p < 0.001 two

tailed). On the other hand, there is no signicant dierence in investments when

B

has a neutral rating relatively to the case where he/she has not yet been rated

(Mann Whitney U test,
Finally,

B

z = −0.654, p = 0.513

two tailed).

returns tend to increase for the rst 15-20 periods and subsequently

declines, with a pronounced end eect in the last three periods (Fig. 1b), a fact that
is coherent with the idea that reputation has little impact when the probability of
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A
Baseline

Treatment 1 (A

Treatment 2 (B

Treatment 3 (A

B

investment

→ B)
→ A)
↔ B)

B

return

return

(ECU)

(ECU)

(proportion)

3.91

3.88

0.16

(2.67)

(4.46)

(0.16)

4.39

6.30

0.25

(2.84)

(5.23)

(0.16)

5.61

5.28

0.17

(2.96)

(5.96)

(0.17)

5.42

7.25

0.24

(3.17)

(6.46)

(0.18)

Table 1: Average investments and returns by treatment. Standard deviations are in
parenthesis.

B

rating

A

investment

Std. dev.

(ECU)

Table 2:

A

Unknown

4.12

2.24

Negative

2.44

2.31

Neutral

4.20

2.04

Positive

6.61

2.36

average investment as a function of

B

rating.

An unknown rating

corresponds to the early periods of the game.

future interaction declines. On the other hand,

A

investments are approximatively

constant during the whole treatment (Fig. 1a).
The second treatment (B
duced an

increase

→ A),

where

B

was allowed to rate

in the average investment and a

decrease

in comparison with treatment one (Mann Whitney U test,
two tailed, and
also that

B

z = −4.408, p < 0.001

A

behavior, pro-

in the average return

z = −6.846, p < 0.001

two tailed, respectively) (Tab. 1). Notice

relative returns in treatment two are no longer signicantly dierent

from the baseline ones (Mann Whitney U test,

z = −0.870, p = 0.384

two tailed).

This means that the signicant, although small, increase in the absolute amounts
returned by

B

players in comparison with the baseline (Mann Whitney U test,

z = −2.321, p = 0.020

two tailed) is simply a response to the strong increase of

A

players' investments. This interesting results will be further discussed below.
The behavior of
tions. Why should

A

B

players appears hard to explain following rational expecta-

players consider the past rating of their partners even if they
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a)
Baseline

Treatment 1 (A -> B)

Treatment 2 (B -> A)

Treatment 3 (A <-> B)

A investment (proportion)

0.7

0.6

0.5

0.4

0

5

10

15

20

25 0

5

10

15

20

25 0

5

10

15

20

25 0

5

10

15

20

25

Period

b)
Baseline

Treatment 1 (A -> B)

Treatment 2 (B -> A)

Treatment 3 (A <-> B)

B return (proportion)

0.30
0.25
0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05
0

5

10

15

20

25 0

5

10

15

20

25 0

5

10

15

20

25 0

5

10

15

20

25

Period

Figure 1: Game dynamic for

A

investments (a) and

B

returns (b) in the dierent

treatments. Straight lines represent the actual data, dashed lines their smoothing
(loess).

posses the information regarding the actual amount they received?
statistical evidence shows that
sions.

B

players used also

A

Nevertheless,

past ratings in their deci-

In order to analyze this point, we employed a regression model for panel

data (Baltagi, 2001), where the panel is formed by the observations related to the
subjects playing as

B

for each of the 25 periods of the treatment, the dependent

is the amount returned by

B,

and the independents are

A

investment and

A

past

rating. We estimated both the xed and the random eect model and subsequently

2
choose the latter following a Hausman test (χ4
model is highly signicant (F39,495

= 0.655, p = 0.957).

= 82.624, p < 0.001)

signicant eect for the amount invested by

The resulting

and shows a positive and

A (z = 15.255, p < 0.001),

a negative

and signicant eect for both a past negative and a past neutral ranking in comparison with an unknown ranking (z

= −2.031, p = 0.042

and

z = −2.640, p = 0.008,

respectively), while the eect for a positive ranking is not signicant (z

p = 0.152).
12
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The dynamics of this treatment show a slowly decline for
whole treatment (Fig. 1b), while
to the one for

B

A

B

returns during the

investments follow an inverted-U trend similar

returns in treatment one, although with a less pronounced end

eect (Fig. 1a).
The third treatment, where both
their partners (A

↔ B ),

A

and

B

were allowed to rank the behavior of

led to a signicant increase in investments in comparison

with the baseline one (Mann Whitney U test,

z = −8.089, p < 0.001

two tailed).

Also the returns are signicantly higher than the baseline ones both in absolute
and in relative terms (Mann Whitney U test,
and

z = −7.627, p < 0.001

z = −8.339, p < 0.001

two tailed, respectively) (Tab.

1).

two tailed,

However, while

the dierence in the invested amounts between the rst and the third treatments is
also signicant (Mann Whitney U test,

z = −5.281, p < 0.001

two tailed), this is

not the case for the dierence in the returns (Mann Whitney U test,

p = 0.142

two tailed for the absolute amounts returned and

z = −1.468,

z = −0.080, p = 0.936

two tailed for the relative ones). Symmetrically, the dierence between the second
and the third treatment is signicant for the returned amounts, both in absolute
and in relative terms (Mann Whitney U test,

z = −5.946, p < 0.001
Whitney U test,

z = −5.158, p < 0.001 two tailed,

and

two tailed, respectively), but not for the investments (Mann

z = −1.263, p = 0.207

two tailed).

The dynamics of this treatment show essentially a slow increase in the investments and a substantial stability of the returns. In both cases, a pronounced end
eect is observable, coherently with the idea of a reduction of the interest of a
reputation investment in the last periods of interaction (Fig. 1).

4.

Discussion

Coherently with our hypothesis, the experiment shows that humans are highly sensitive to their own reputational status and react promptly to others' judgments even
when this should not have any actual eect on their payos. The amounts sent are
indeed systematically higher when subjects are under rating. This result is robust
across treatments and independent from the position held by the subjects in the
game. While for

B

players it may be explained as a rational investment in repu-

tation (e.g. in the rst treatment and in Keser 2003 experiment), the same motive
cannot be easily advanced for

A

players (e.g. in the second treatment). The trust

game is indeed asymmetric: while

B

A

players enjoy an actual benet from knowing

ratings, since this information can help in reducing uncertainty on

B

behaviors,
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the opposite is not true.

The decision for

B

players is actually analogous to the

one faced by subjects playing a dictator game.

The relative returns found in the

baseline trust game are indeed similar to the proportion of the endowment oered
by rst players in standard dictator games (for a review of dictator experiments,
see Camerer, 2003, 4863). The motivations behind this judgment eect should
therefore be others than a simple investment in reputation, at least for
Moreover, if both

A

and

B

A

players.

players were only motivated by a rational investment in

their own reputations, they should increase their investment/return levels as soon
as the reputational opportunity arises (i.e. from the rst period of the treatment
that followed the baseline). However, neither the returns in the rst period of the
rst treatment nor the investments in the rst period of the second treatment are
signicantly dierent from the baseline rst period ones (Mann Whitney U test,

z = −0.748, p = 0.454
tively).

two tailed, and

z = −1.094, p = 0.274

two tailed, respec-

The second period returns of the rst treatment and the second period

investments of the second treatment are instead signicantly higher than the corresponding baseline ones (Mann Whitney U test,
and

z = −2.162, p = 0.031

z = −2.826, p = 0.005

two tailed,

two tailed, respectively). This result suggests that the

subjects do not rationally plan to invest in their own reputation. They react instead
promptly to others' judgments trying to maintain a sucient reputational status.
It can be argued that also
own reputation, since

B

A players have some rational reasons to invest in their

players actually return slightly lower amounts to subjects in

bad standing. However, this just shifts the question to why
weight to

A players' reputations.

punishment that

B

B players should give any

From our point of view this is a form of altruistic

players impose on the

A

ones without a positive reputation.

This result is consistent both with our predictions and with past works on altruistic
punishment (Barclay, 2006; Fehr and Fischbacher, 2004; Fehr and Gäcther, 2002;
de Quervain

et al.,

2004). However, an alternative hypothesis able to explain the

observed behavior is that subjects simply took advantage of

As'

bad standing in

order to keep a larger share of their endowment, without being really concerned
by punishing them. Unfortunately, the present data do not permit to discriminate
between the two hypotheses, but the design of new experiments able to shed light
on this may represent an interesting extension to the present work.
Finally, it is worth noting that the judgment eect apparently crowds out even
the eect of incertitude reduction for

A

players. The amount invested by

A

players

in the third treatment is indeed very close to the amount invested in the second
treatment (actually somewhat lower, but the dierence is not signicant) where
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only

B

players were allowed to rate the

dierence in

A

A

ones (see Table 1). This implies that the

investments existing between the baseline and the rst treatment 

due to the fact that

A

players could rationally trust the

B

ones having a positive

rating  disappears in the third treatment. In the latter case, only the two-way
eect of rating still produces signicant eects on the observed behaviors, which are
indeed similar to the ones found in the second treatment for
rst one for

B

A

players and in the

players.

Summarizing, our results are consistent with the hypothesis that reputation motives represent themselves a signicant force able to explain human behavior and
with the related idea that human beings use forms of altruistic punishment against
subject having bad reputational status (even if we were not able to completely rule
out the possibility of the presence of self-interested motives in this second case).
From an evolutionary point of view, the sensitivity for the reputational status is
probably part of the human tribal social instincts (Richerson and Boyd, 2001),
i.e. the set of emotions and cognitive mechanisms, tuned to rise group cohesion and
collective action, that are already present in other primates (e.g. Manson and Wrangham, 1991) but represents one of the key adaptations for social life of our species
(Richerson and Boyd, 2001; Richerson

et al.,

2003). The link existing between rep-

utation and cooperation ows clearly through the indirect reciprocity mechanism
(Alexander, 1987; Nowak and Sigmund, 1998a,b), which permits high levels of cooperation even in large groups where direct reciprocity suers from signicant shortcuts
(Bravo and Tamburino, 2008; Nowak and Sigmund, 2005). The strong concern for
the reputational status, even when it has no actual eect on individuals' payos,
represents indeed a mechanism that is able to explain a signicant part of human
behavior and possesses both evolutionary meaning and empirical plausibility.
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